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Abstract

An extension of conventional speaker segmentation framework
is presented for a scenario in which a number of microphones
record the activity of speakers present at a meeting (one mi-
crophone per speaker). Although each microphone can receive
speech from both the participant wearing the microphone (local
speech) and other participants (cross-talk), the recorded audio
can be broadly classified in three ways: local speech, cross-talk,
and silence. This paper proposes a technique which takes into
account cross-correlations, values of its maxima, and energy
differences as features to identify and segment speaker turns.
In particular, we have used classical cross-correlation functions,
time smoothing and in part temporal constraints to sharpen and
disambiguate timing differences between microphone channels
that may be dominated by noise and reverberation. Experimen-
tal results show that proposed technique can be successively
used for speaker segmentation of data collected from a number
of different setups.

1. Introduction
Meetings are a fundamental activity, in which speech provides
sharing and developing information between a group of people.
Due to this fact, meetings present an important application do-
main for speech processing technologies. In recent years, the
study of multispeaker meeting audio has become very intensive
at many levels of speech processing [1], [3], as exemplified by
the appearance of large speech meeting corpora from several
groups.

Generally, speaker segmentation and clustering consists of
identifying who is speaking and when, in a long meeting con-
versation. In ideal case, a speaker turn segmentation and clus-
tering system will discover how many people are involved in the
meeting and output clusters corresponding to each speaker.

This paper presents results achieved on challenging data
and takes advantage of AMI (Augmented Multiparty Interac-
tion) project [2]. One of the tasks is to record data, comprising
real meetings, with a range of equipment and configurations.
Such data is going to be orthographically transcribed. The chal-
lenging problem is its automatic segmentation according to a
speaker turns as well as Voice Activity Detection (VAD). Fur-
thermore, as it was identified in [3], around 10-15% of words
in meeting or telephone conversation contain some degree of
overlapping speech. These overlapped speech segments are
problematic for speech recognition. Patterns of speaker activity
can provide valuable information regarding the structure of the
meeting.

Meetings take place in a room equipped with multimodal
sensors. Each meeting recording, we have used in our exper-
iments, is composed of at least four speakers sitting around

a table in a room. Audio information is acquired from lapel
mounted microphones. Since, in all recorded meetings partici-
pants do not move, single sources stay most of the time on the
same place.

The paper describes a system for automatic speaker seg-
mentation and clustering of meetings based on multiple close-
talking microphones. It might seem that for these personal mi-
crophones the task will degrade to a speech/silence detection.
However, even for close-talking microphones, due to unbal-
anced calibration and small inter-speaker distances, each par-
ticipant’s personal microphone is highly influenced by activ-
ity from the other participants. Therefore, simple independent
energy thresholding would lead to an unviable approach. The
presence of extraneous speech activity in a given personal chan-
nel causes an increase of word error-rate mainly due to faulty
insertions. Furthermore, portable microphones are subject to
low frequency noise such as breathing and speaker motion.

Our proposed algorithm is based on the cross-correlation
of all channel pairs. However, meeting data used for testing
vary a lot especially in the level of cross-talk, which is largely
caused by properties of microphones used for recordings (head-
sets, lapels, � � � ). In order to have the real applicable and robust
speaker segmentation algorithm, we also exploit the energy-
level information as well as values of maxima of the cross-
correlations. This has shown to be helpful especially when seg-
menting data from headset microphones.

Comparable works have primarily concentrated on
speech/silence identification task [4], or on classification of
cross-talk [5]. Also most of the previous work on speaker
segmentation has focused on a single channel data such as
mono recordings of broadcast audio, and has mainly relied on
changes in the statistical properties of the speech spectrum to
detect change points. These works belong to the parametric
approaches, where the data is modeled usually by GMMs
and then optimized using Maximum-Likelihood criterion [6],
[7]. However, due to maximum applicability, we focus on an
algorithm that makes as few assumptions as possible about
the nature of the multiple audio channels, without any manual
annotation. We merely assume that the sound field has been
sampled at several different points, resulting in several acquired
recordings. Then, we take into account only differences
between signals received by each sensor. Practically, the
points of microphone locations in the field are fixed, thus we
do not employ any information about their actual locations.
The speaker segmentation system has access to several of
these synchronized recordings, but has no control over, or
information about, where the sensors are placed.
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Figure 1: CCFs for particular channels; short rectangular win-
dow is applied around the global maximum of each CCF. Each
panel plots CCFs of one channel with all others. Obviously,
one CCF which represents auto-correlation sequence has al-
ways global maximum in the center of the plot.

2. Speaker turn segmentation
Our speaker turn segmentation system is based on timing dif-
ference cues. All possible comparisons among two microphone
channels are made to obtain time-difference vectors. Our re-
cently developed system is able to process four microphone
channels, but the approach can be easily extended for arbitrary
number of channels.

The different distances between each microphone and a par-
ticular speaker result in time differences that can be simply es-
timated by finding the lag � that maximizes short-time cross-
correlation functions (CCFs) � :

� � � � � � 
 � �
� � ��

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
 � � (1)

where � � � � � � is a sample sequence from microphone � . � can
theoretically vary in interval � & � ( * � * � . However, CCFs
are computed over an , -point window. The window must be
sufficiently long so that time differences between particular mi-
crophones will become evident. In our experiments, where in-
put data used was recorded at - / kHz, , � 2 3 3 . Therefore, the
length of short-time speech segments is approximately equal to- 5 ms, which is sufficient to capture sounds from sources up to /
meters distant from the receivers. In order to eliminate the influ-
ence of decaying sides of � and to simply increase the length
of speech segments, � � � � � � sequence is padded on both right
and left sides to create / 6 3 samples long sequence. Then, 2 6 -
long resulting CCF is returned. Estimation of � is executed- 3 3 times per second. The chosen lag for each microphone pair� � � 
 � at time 8 is:

� � 8 � � � 
 � � : < > ? A CD � � � � 8 � � � 
 � � (2)

For the case of four microphone channels, we compute
short-time cross-correlations of each channel with the other

three signal sources, as well as the auto-correlation of this chan-
nel. Finally, the highest value of lag is found and the corre-
sponding channel position is returned:F � 8 � � � � : < > ? A CH � � 8 � � � 
 � � 3 I 
 I 2 � (3)

F
represents the hypothesis of the source localized channel.

Since the algorithm is repeated for each source channel,
it should eliminate possible noise integrated into one channel.
Therefore, it results in four hypothesis of active channel. Ex-
amples of CCFs for particular channels are given in Fig. 1.

2.1. Time-smoothing of cross-correlations

The use of raw short-time CCFs for searching lags carrying
information about localized source is practically impossible.
Some other pre-processing operations need to be done in order
to improve correct estimation of lags due to corrupting source
channels mostly by additive noise. In our experiments, it has
shown to be useful to smooth matrix of CCFs within some tem-
poral window defined by length L N , where rows of the matrix
are CCFs computed for each - 3 ms time-step. The matrix cap-
tures temporal-evolution of CCFs for each � � 
 , and is graphi-
cally given in Fig. 3.

The smoothing operation is done independently for each � ,
 (independently also for each column of the matrix), thus, we
need to have � P 
 buffers of length L N to store time-evolutions
of all CCFs. Mathematically, smoothed CCF at time 8 is ob-
tained:

R� � � � 8 � � � 
 � � U V
W X Y � �� � V � X Y � � � � � � � � � � 
 �L N � - � \ � � � � 
 � (4)

For - 3 ms sampling rate of input speech segments, we use L N �- 3 3 .

2.2. Temporal constraints

Additional pre-processing block able to improve source local-
ization hypothesis is the definition of some temporal constraints
to remove outliers from the sequence of time estimates. We
search for ”optimal” path through multidimensional (time –
cross-correlation) space. For each CCF at time 8 , all local max-
ima bigger than 3 � _ P � a � 8 � are detected, where � a � 8 � is the
global maximum observed at the CCF. Lags corresponding to
these local maxima � e � 8 � are stored, where f � - � 6 � 2 � � � � .
This process is executed for all CCFs across some temporal
window L � . Finally, the most appropriate lag � i � 8 � � � 
 � is
found, where:

j � : < > ? m oe q sss U V
W X u � �� � V � X u � � � a � � � � � 
 �L � � - ( � e � 8 � � � 
 � sss

y
(5)

Obviously, the algorithm is applied independently for different
combinations � � 
 . The length of temporal window is L � � 2 3 .

Time-evolution scheme of CCFs over z seconds win-
dow is given in Fig. 3. Upper plot shows matrix of rough
CCFs, whereas lower plot is obtained after application of time-
smoothing operation. When additional temporal constraints are
applied, the final path through the matrix is found (plotted as a
bold line in Fig. 3). As we can see, temporal constraints would
also be able to detect the silence parts in the speech. However,
this information is not very accurate and so far not exploited in
our experiments.
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Figure 2: Speaker turn segmentation system.

2.3. Energy information

Another used hypothesis about speaker turns is derived from
energy levels of the individual source channels. In our experi-
ments, the source channels are globally normalized over time to
have the same energy levels. Simply, a channel corresponding
to the maximum energy is taken as the possible hypothesis.

Intuitively, the global maxima of CCFs carry information
about the active channel. Therefore, value of each CCF cor-
responding to the � � , from

�
� � � � 
 � 
 � 
 � � , is found. Then, we

do simple comparisons of these values for each source channel
� , and the source channel corresponding to the highest value is
detected:

� � � 
 � � � � � � �  "#
�

� � � � 
 � 
 � 
 � � 
 ' ) � ) - � (6)

Such operation is repeated for all � . Result derived from major-
ity voting of theses four hypothesis provide a last input to the
scoring system.

2.4. Scoring

Majority voting based scoring approach is applied to decide
about the speaker turns. The reliability of different hypothe-
sis can vary for different meeting data. For example, the en-
ergy levels of source channels are much more reliable in case
of low cross-talks between channels and vice-versa. Let us as-
sume that four audio channels (each for one speaker) are avail-
able for each meeting. Then, inputs for the scoring system are
four hypothesis estimated from time delays (no weights), the
channel’s position related to maximum energy level (weighted
by . � constant) and the channel’s position derived from deter-
mined values

�
� � � � 
 � 
 � 
 � � (weighted by . � constant).

CCF ENE PEAKS T SM PATHS FA
X 25%
X X 38%
X X X 54%
X X X X 71%
X X X X 79%
X X X 82%
X X X X X 87%

Table 1: Overall results achieved on Brno meeting data ( . � �
. � � 1 .)

The final decision is made for each speech segment (thus
every 2 ' ms) and is given by majority voting of the described
weighted inputs.

3. Experimental data
The experiments throughout this paper were conducted on three
meeting data sets, which are available within AMI project [2].
Sampling frequency of data is 2 5 kHz:

� Brno meeting data [9] contains recordings from four
lapel microphones. The recordings are heavily cross-
talked due to physical properties of microphones. Ap-
proximately, over 1 hours of English-spoken meetings
were used. Word-level orthographic transcriptions are
available for this data.

� A sub-set of ICSI meeting data [8] were also used with
total length almost 2 1 hours. Among others, four chan-
nels recorded by close-talking head-worn microphones
were used. This data is lightly affected by cross-talk.
Thus, we could not heavily rely on time differences be-
tween channels so that weights . � and . � are bigger.
Since the data was force-aligned, speech/silence bound-
aries are available for each speaker channel.

� A first series of AMI-pilot meetings following the AMI
Remote Control Design scenario have been made in the
IDIAP room [10]. The total length of pilot meetings
is almost 1 hours. Lapel microphones were used for
speaker turn segmentation.

4. Experimental results
The best results were achieved when input signals were filtered
by band pass filter ( 6 ' ' Hz - 5 kHz, 2 1 order Butterworth IIR
filter), providing 5 ' dB rejection outside the pass band.

Brno meeting data [9] was used as initial data set for evalu-
ation of particular processing steps of the described speaker lo-
calization system which is graphically given in Fig. 2. To assess
the system performance, we measured frame accuracies (FA)
which take into account number of correctly labeled frames to
the total number of frames (in percents). We did not evaluate
speech segments belonging to the silence part or to the part with
overlapping speakers.

The overall results for particular steps are given in Tab. 1.
As can be seen, the use of rough time difference information
based hypothesis returns low performance (CCF column). The



TIME DELAYS ENE PEAKS OVERALL

BRNO 82.74% 71.13% 80.15% 86.72%
ICSI 33.37% 94.03% 94.30% 94.30%
AMI 87.83% 78.45% 83.33% 90.24%

Table 2: FA when only one particular input is provided for
speaker turn segmentation. Last column shows the final FA for
all available inputs used in the scoring system. The best results
were obtained for these constants: Brno data � � � � � � � ,
ICSI data � � � � � � � , AMI data � � � � � � � .
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Figure 3: Time-evolution scheme of CCFs within window of �

seconds: Upper panel – CCFs. Lower panel – time-smoothed
CCFs with application of temporal constraints as described in
Sect. 2.2.

time smoothing (T SM column) of CCFs applied with temporal
constraints (PATHS column) significantly improves achieved re-
sults. If speech segment energies (ENE column) and values of
maxima of CCFs (PEAKS column) are taken into account, an-
other substantial improvement is obtained.

Tab. 2 highlights particular inputs to the scoring system for
all the data sets.

5. On-line speaker turn segmentation
For demonstration purposes, we have developed a speaker seg-
mentation system that is able to detect speaker turns in real time.
The system has been proposed together with acoustic based key-
word spotter (KWS). Furthermore, on-line pre-processing of vi-
sual input from the camera, scanning the whole scene using the
hyperbolic mirror has been used. Four channel audio input was
recorded similarly to Brno meeting data.

Speaker turn segmentation together with KWS is capable
of running on standard PC ( � �

�
GHz Pentium, � � 
 MB RAM) in

real-time.

6. Conclusions
Achieved results show that the between-channel timing infor-
mation revealed by CCFs brings sufficient information about

speaker turns, especially in case of segmenting heavily cross-
talked data. Obviously, this first effort leaves much room for
additional improvement.

Achieved results on these two data sets show the different
properties of the databases. The best segmentation of Brno and
AMI-pilot meeting data is obtained from timing information
captured by CCFs. Additional speaker turn hypothesis based on
energy levels and maxima of CCFs further improves final deci-
sion. On the other hand, time differences do not help (confuse
scoring system) when ICSI meeting data is segmented. Here,
speaker-turn decision based on maxima of CCFs is the most re-
liable.

Recently, the presented speaker-turn segmentation system
has been practically used for initial pre-processing of newly
recorded meeting data. Due to, we also created robust VAD sys-
tem based on classical MFCCs classified using Neural Network
trained on ICSI training data set. Such rough speaker-turn and
speech/silence segmentation are exploited by annotators to cre-
ate word-level orthographic transcriptions of new AMI meeting
data.
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